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work, it is of vital importance for the subsequent working process. 
Therefore it should be carefully planned and accurately per
formed." 

The chain saw is an inherently dangerous machine, and the 
operator should exercise great care at all times when using it. 
The booklet lists 18 safety rules which operators should observe. 
Two of these relate to the clothing to be worn, and the protective 
equipment to be used by the operator, and 16 of them relate 
specifically to the handling of the chain saw. The observance of 
these rules should reduce significantly the accident risks associated 
with using a chain saw. 

Since there are many variable factors, there can be no standard 
or best felling method according to the booklet. Some of these 
factors are given as site conditions, size of tree, and crown 
density. The execution of the felling job having regard to these 
factors is described in some detail and the reader is taken through 
the various methods to be used in felling (1) Large trees, (2) 
Large thinnings in an overstocked stand, (3) Leaning trees, (4) 
Diseased trees, (5) First and second thinnings. 

A major contributing factor to the economic extraction of tim
ber is the proper presentation of the material and this proper 
presentation is to a large degree dependent on precise directional 
felling. Accordingly the description of "root spur" or "buttress" 
removal, of the cutting of directional sink or "mouth", and of the 
felling cut deserve careful study. The author lists four character
istics of a good felling method and these are worthy of note. 

They do include however this sentence : "It is best for the 
thick butt of the trunk to lie in the direction of extraction" . 

This is questionable as there are situations where it may be 
best that the top of the tree lies in the direction of extraction. 

The felIing methods described in the booklet are iIIustrated by 
excellent drawings and good quality photographs. 

It is a booklet which can be recommended to those involved 
in the business of timber harvesting. 

B. A. MOLONEY 

OTHER PUBLICA nONS RECEIVED 

Forestry Commission Research and Development Papers (un
priced). 

No. 108. Tree Growth on the South Wales Coalfield. G. J . 
Mayhead, K. Broad and P . Marsh. 
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No. lO9. Fertiliser effects on the Growth and Composition of 
Sitka and Norway Spruce Nursery Transplants and on the 
Composition of a Pod zol Profile after 15 years' Cropping. 
Blanche Benzian, 1. Bolton and 1. K. Coulter. 

No. llO. Initial Spacing in Relation to Establishment and Early 
Growth of Conifer Plantations. A. J. Low. 

Society Affairs 

HONOURAR Y MEMBERSHIP FOR D. M. CRAIG 

The following motion from Council was put to the general 
meeting on 14 February 1975 : That Mr. Duncan Craig be elected 
anhonourary member of the Society. 

In introducing the motion to the meeting Mr. O. V . Mooney, 
President, said that it arose from the last Annual General Meeting, 
where it had been strongly supported . 

The citation was as follows : Mr. Craig was Honourary Auditor 
of the Society from its foundation in 1942, until his retirement in 
1973. During his thirty-one years he gave generous and efficient 
service and particularly in the formative years his support and 
wise advice was a significant contribution to the well-being and 
survival of the Society. 

Commenting further Mr. Mooney said that the citation, while 
fully accurate, might be somewhat economical and would bear a 
little elaboration for those who were not familiar with the part 
that Mr. Craig had played in the affairs of the Society. 

"For justification of honourary membership (he continued) our 
Constitution requires 'notable services to the advancement of 
forestry or persons who may be deemed to be worthy of such 
recognition for any other reason consistent with the object of the 
Society.' 

"If to keep alive the Society and nurture it during its delicate 
infancy is consistent with the object, then, for this reason alone, 
although there are others, Duncan Craig's contribution deserves 
our highest honour. But I think the first reason might be thrown 
in too-i.e. the advancement of forestry, because, with a small 
group of foresters he supported and contributed to a policy which 


